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Bring Out the Best with the Samsung Galaxy A35 5G on the Boost Wireless
Network
In addition to the A15 and A25 , Boost Mobile is now launching the premier

Samsung Galaxy A35 5G

The Samsung Galaxy A35 5G is designed to bring out the best in every
moment— empowering Boost Mobile customers with amazing capabilities
and superfast 5G.

Galaxy A35 5G is equipped with the latest in wireless technology, offering
Boost Mobile customers access to the Boost Wireless Network1, the largest
commercial deployment of 5G Voice or VoNR technology. This means
customers stay connected with faster download speeds, enhanced call
clarity and low latency. Plus, with the Boost Wireless Network customers also
have access to more cell towers than any other carrier across the country.

With the brightest Galaxy A-series screen yet, the Samsung Galaxy A35 5G will take Boost Mobile
customers’ streaming experiences to the next level, no matter where they are.2 They’ll be able to
watch their favorite shows and movies with incredible detail even on the sunniest of days, thanks to
Vision Booster— which seamlessly adjusts the screen to your surroundings.

"Boost Mobile is excited to expand our Samsung Galaxy A-series lineup for 2024 by introducing the
premier Galaxy A35 5G to our customers," said Sean Lee, SVP of Consumer Product and Marketing,
Boost Mobile. "Featuring the brightest screen ever seen in an A-series smartphone, this device is
packed with an array of incredible features that Boost Mobile customers can maximize with
connectivity from the Boost Wireless Network.”

Using the Galaxy A35’s advanced triple-lens camera, Boost Mobile customers will be able to capture
their best moments with high-resolution photos and video. They can also use optical image
stabilization to ensure their shots are blur-free. Plus, the Galaxy A35 has a new feature –
Nightography, which allows users to capture incredible photos and

videos in the dark like never before.

Cutting-Edge Features:

Super-bright, 6.6"3 FHD+ Super AMOLED display with Vision Booster
Triple-lens camera including: 50MP Wide, 8MP Ultra-Wide, 5MP Macro and 13MP Selfie Camera
Improved internal storage and expandable storage4

Added protection against water, dirt and dust5

Long-lasting 5,000mAh Battery6 with Super-Fast Charging7

New customers who port their number to Boost Mobile can purchase the latest Samsung Galaxy A35
5G for just $99.99 at their local Boost Mobile store.8 Existing Boost Mobile subscribers can upgrade to
the A35 for $149.99.

For all of Boost Mobile’s devices and pricing, please visit BoostMobile.com.

About Boost Mobile
Boost Mobile provides best-in-class value and connectivity to U.S. wireless consumers on the Boost
Wireless Network and two of America's top 5G networks. It offers competitive consumer plans with no
annual service contracts. Learn more about Boost Mobile online at Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.
Boost Mobile is a prepaid retail wireless carrier under DISH Wireless, the 4th facilities-based,
nationwide wireless carrier in the U.S., an indirect subsidiary of EchoStar Corporation (NASDAQ:
SATS).

1 Customers with a compatible device can access the Boost Wireless Network in select locations.
Customers will connect to our partner networks — two of America's top 5G networks — when outside
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of those locations. Click here for more details.
2 Requires optimal 5G network connection, available in select markets. Check with your carrier for
availability and details. Download and streaming speeds may vary based on content provider, server
connection and other factors.
3 Measured diagonally, the screen size is 6.5" in the full rectangle and 6.3" accounting for the
rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and the camera cutout.
4 MicroSD card sold separately. Portion of memory occupied by existing content.
5 IP67 rating for water and dust resistance. Water resistance based on laboratory test conditions for
submersion in up to 1 meter of fresh water for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach or pool use.
Dust resistance based on laboratory test conditions for airflow of up to 8 hours.
6 Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average
value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC
61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 4,905mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on
network environment, usage patterns and other factors.
7 Wall charger sold separately; use only Samsung-approved chargers and cables. To avoid injury or
damage to your device, do not use incompatible, worn or damaged batteries, chargers or cables.
Supports up to 25W charging
8 Offer available only in Boost Mobile stores.
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